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Head of Academy's Message
Whole School Attendance: 95%

Dear Parents and Carers, 
We have had a superb week at Willow Green this week as we have focussed our
attention on our ASPIRE theme of “safety”. We started the week with our whole school
assembly where we considered the theme of emotional safety. During the assembly, we
discussed what it means for us at Willow Green to be emotionally safe, how we can
keep ourselves safe and what we can do to help others. We also discussed the
important people that we can turn to and who our responsible adults are. The children
offered some wonderful insights into this topic and have demonstrated their
understanding, skills and empathy across the week. 

Ambassadors for the School
I just wanted to take the opportunity to praise our Year 4 and Year 6 pupils following
some incredible feedback we received from their recent school trip. It is always so
pleasing to hear that members of the public and professionals from other
establishments recognise the behaviour and attitudes of our young people. From the
feedback I have been given, our pupils demonstrated all of the strands of our ASPIRE
ethos and have done themselves and the school proud - well done to you all! 

PE Kits
This is just a polite reminder that pupils should have their PE kits in school. We ask that
they bring these in on a Monday and take them home on Friday so that any changes to
the PE days can be accommodated. The full PE kit policy can be found on our website.
Pupils who do not have a PE kit will be asked to use the spare kit we have in school for
the session.

I hope you all have a safe and restful weekend.

Mr Parkinson
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Year 3
Weekly Attendance: 95%
Another busy week for Year 3. This week in English, we have
been continuing our work on explanation texts, using adverbs
and descriptive language to engage the reader. In maths, our
work on perimeter has included column addition and subtraction.
It’s not easy to combine skills like that but Year 3 are smashing it
so far. In geography, we have looked at different OS maps and
discussed how we can use them to learn about an area and
finally, in science, we have begun to plant our different
vegetables and herbs. Outside in forest schools we have carrots
and garlic. Inside our classroom we have 5 different herbs, cress,
white mustard, and chilli peppers. I can’t wait to see how well
they all grow!!

Year 1
Weekly Attendance: 98%
In Year One this week, we have been finding out about
the seasons. We used pictures to find out about autumn,
winter, spring and summer and thought about what
happens in each season for the trees, flowers and
animals. This weekend, can you spots any signs of spring
coming? Are there daffodils peeping through? Can you
see the leaves coming on trees? Can you feel the
warmer weather on its way? This week, we have also
begun our new art topic which is focussed on our
painting skills. We begun by learning about the primary
colours and then went onto learn about making
secondary colours. We had lots of fun mixing colours to
paint the characters from the Gruffalo! Did you know
blue and yellow make green for the snake and red, blue
and yellow make brown for the Gruffalo? 

Online-Safety
This week's topic is all around mobile phones and what you can do to support your children in using them safely. Scan the QR code for

the article and resources or visit: https://saferinternet.org.uk/ 
Parents' Guide to Technology | Safer Internet Centre

Year 2
Weekly Attendance: 98%
This week we have started our new D&T unit around
Mexican food! We tried bananas, limes, mango and
kiwis in class - some were yummy and some were too
sour! In writing, we have been learning a story map
around fairies and their habitats. In Maths, we tackled
some tricker multiplication sentences!

 
 

EYFS
Weekly Attendance: 96%
EY MAKATON SIGNERS OF THE WEEK:   FS1 - Lucus  FS2 - Brooklyn
This week in EY, we have really enjoyed making beans on toast.
Children in FS1 could sequences pictures and explain what we
did first, next and after etc. Children in FS2 could write about
how they made the beans and toast using the initial sounds of
words or writing the words with picture prompts. We have all
enjoyed a spot of gardening this week, planting some seeds and
learning about what they need to grow. We are really looking
forward to being super patient and watching them grow over the
coming weeks and even remembering to look after them by
watering them frequently. In Maths, FS2 have been incredibly
busy exploring Rekenreks and making numbers on them, as well
as using tens frames and adding one more or one less to these.
FS1 have been exploring number 3 and have enjoyed finding
things in the provision to represent this. In T4W, children in both
classes have began to learn the symbols for our texts, ask your
child to retell the story when they are home, they’ve remembered
so much!

https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/parents-and-carers/parents-guide-technology


Year 5
Weekly Attendance: 92%
In Year 5, the momentum continued with another bustling
week of learning. Our writing sessions were marked by a
deep dive into our model text, where we analysed it both
as readers and writers, extracting valuable insights into its
structure and techniques. Meanwhile, in maths, we
wrapped up our fractions unit and embarked on the
exciting journey of exploring decimals and percentages.
Our reading journey with "Street Child" persisted, with a
focus on answering a diverse range of questions, including
SATs-style inquiries. Additionally, we delved into an extra
text this week, broadening our understanding with insights
into leap years. Outside the classroom, we honed our
dodgeball skills in PE, expanded our musical repertoire by
learning a new guitar string in Music and launched into our
new Science unit on forces. Plus, we made delicious
vegetable soup in classroom kitchen and so much more!

Year 4
Weekly Attendance: 90%
What a fantastic week it’s been in Year 4! In maths, we have
continued to look at length and perimeter and have focused
on finding missing lengths of rectilinear shapes, with great
success. In reading, we have continued to read ‘The
Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane’ with a focus on
characters changing emotions. Writing has seen us back in
court this time convicting our characters based on evidence
to prove our points. Our afternoons have continued to be busy
with science investigating how a circuit works and how a
switch controls a circuit (is it open or closed?). In history, we
have continued our tour of Ancient Greece by looking at
Ancient Greek pottery and the purpose it serves now as a
primary or secondary source to aid our understanding of this
time period. We have also started our art unit this week, by
being introduced to this using key person, we cannot wait to
start experimenting with Naum Gabo printing style next week!
The highlight of our week was definitely our trip to Garforth
Methodist Church to learn all about John Wesley and the
differences he made to others around him, along with how we
can make a difference too!

Year 6
Weekly Attendance: 98%
The school trip to an immersive World War II experience offered Year
6 a unique and hands-on opportunity to learn about the lives of
evacuees during that historical period. This interactive approach
brought history to life, allowing students to engage with the past in a
more tangible way. As they stepped into the shoes of evacuees, they
experienced simulated scenarios that mimicked the challenges and
emotions faced by those who lived through WW2. The trip provided
opportunities to learn about rationing, washing clothes, cooking and
working on the fire guard. In writing, we are currently engaging in a
writing project where they create diary entries from the perspective
of Anne Frank. This diary exercise encourages empathy and provides
a personal connection to the experiences of individuals during World
War II, particularly those affected by the Holocaust. Simultaneously,
the students are beginning to learn about the Battle of Britain, a
pivotal event in World War II. This historical study delves into the
strategic aspects of the battle, offering insights into the resilience
and contributions of those involved.

Wil low Green Academy considers the welfare of al l  our  pupi ls  to be of great importance and we hope that parents are conf ident
about their  chi ldren’s  health and safety whi lst  in  our  academy. We wi l l  a lways t ry  to share any concerns we have with parents.

However ,  there are t imes when we are legal ly  obl iged to share our concerns with other agencies ,  without f i rst  speaking to
parents ,  or  without the consent of  parents.  The safety and protect ion of our  pupi ls  is  our  most important concern and we wish to
reassure you that any shar ing of information is  done with the chi ldren’s  best  interest  at  heart .  I f  you have any concerns about the
welfare or  safety of  any chi ld in our  school ,  the Designated Chi ld Protect ion Off icer  is  Miss L  Walker .  In  her  absence,  you should
contact Mr C Park inson.  They can be contacted through the main off ice.  The academy has a duty to inform parents that there is

a prohibit ion on report ing or  publ ish ing detai ls  ( including on social  media)  that could ident i fy  anyone who is  subject to an
al legat ion.

The Government have launched a new website aimed at parents ,  teachers and school  leaders to give pract ical  advice on
protect ing young people f rom extremism and radical isat ion.  This  was launched by the Educat ion Secretary and contains

information which address many quest ions / issues faced by parents and chi ldren.  

The website can be found at www.educateagainsthate.com


